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High-order version of the giant component transition?

Cliques: all to all connections in a Network

Simplicial Complex: 
A set composed by vertices, links, 

triangles, and the high-order
counterparts of a network

Euler characteristic: from polyhedra to high order networks

Erdos and Renyi transition was extended
for simplexes recently in



The topological phase transition representes the
emergence of high-order cycles in the network

Betti-0: Connected components
Betti-1: Cycles
Betti-2: Voids
...
Betti-k: k-dimensional hole

Crossover of the Betti curvesZeros of the Euler characteristic

Analogy with theoretical physics



Control vs. Glioma

Topological phase Transitions 
In functional brain networks
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Phase transition from a local (geometric) perspective

Network 
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For a Video click here ☺!!!

https://www.dropbox.com/s/2z0zr3quidlhlsk/Suplementary_Movie_phase_transition.mp4?dl=0
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Inspired in past results from topology, phase transitions,
and theoretical physics, we investigated high-order phase
transitions in networks.

Those transitions match with phase transitions in
simplicial complexes has a generalization of the Giant
component transition.

We detected those “topological phase transitions” in
functional brain networks, both from HCP and Vumc
databases

Our approach can be useful in classifying functional brain
networks between Glioma and Controls

We used geometry-topology relation (Gauss-Bonnet
theorem) to try to formally make a connection between
local and global properties in high order networks.

Feedback: We verified that early formalism on topological
phase transitions in theoretical physics has an analogous
counterpart in high order (brain) networks. Is it possible
that this is going on for other phenomena in physics?
If yes, high-order interactions/Topological Data Analysis
may drive new approaches to understand networks and
neuroscience in a closer way to theoretical physics.

Conclusions

https://journals.aps.org/pre/abstract/1
0.1103/PhysRevE.100.032414
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